
 
 
 

Position Intermodal Manager 

Location Moncton, NB 

Reports to Director of Long Haul 

Type Fulltime – Days  

How to Apply:  https://armour.hiringplatform.ca/118762-intermodal-manager/465492-initial-
application/en 
 

 

We’re looking for an Intermodal Manager to join our Long Haul Division in Moncton, New Brunswick. 

This role reports into the Director of Long Haul.  The Intermodal Manager will oversee the Carrier 

Management as well as all related intermodal responsibilities for Atlantic Canada.They will be 

accountable for service to our customers, carrier service performance, accounting accuracy, and 

workload optimization.  They are the main conduit for communication internally with all other 

departments. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

• Oversee and ensure the execution of all intermodal Load Planning and Carrier Management 

responsibilities 

• Responsible to deliver service and manage cost across the network 

• Drive an office culture of accountability focused on service, communication and solutions 

leading to an improved customer experience 

• Generate a positive work environment focused on individual and team development 

• Standardize processes ensuring alignment across the Intermodal team 

• Work closely with Ops team, other Account Managers, Rail Vendors and Core Carriers to 

proactively provide solutions for potential service disruptions 

• Initiate and participate in periodic service and network strategy meetings 

• Participate in the onboarding and developing of new customers and business 

• Design a schedule for the team to ensure coverage during all necessary hours and holidays 

• Conduct bi yearly performance reviews for any direct reports 

• Various other special projects and responsibilities as assigned 

• Travel, sporadically when required 

Essential Competencies 

• Bachelor’s degree is preferred but not required 

• Two or more years of operations experience, in the intermodal segment, preferred 
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• Must possess leadership skills and have the ability to inspire, lead by example and 

communicate effectively with all levels of personnel, customers and vendors 

• Excellent oral and written communication skills, organizational skills and analytic ability 

• Proficient with Gmail, MS office suite of programs 

• Must be able to focus team on achieving personal and company goals 

•  Must be a self-starter and highly motivated individual 

• Ability to operate effectively with minimal supervision and be the Operational office lead 

Work With Us 

About Armour Transportation Systems  

Armour Transportation Systems is an award-winning, world-class transportation and logistics company. 

We are a Platinum member of Canada's Best Managed Companies, and a Top Fleet Employer.  

Founded in the early 1930s, Armour Transportation Systems has grown to be one of the largest trucking 

carriers in Canada, with 26 terminals, 4,000 pieces of equipment, nine maintenance facilities, over 

750,000 square feet of warehouse space, and more than 2,000 team members.  

Our vision is to be the dominant gateway between Atlantic Canada and the world, realizing profitable 

growth through leading transportation and logistics solutions, global partnerships, exceptional 

employees, and strategic acquisitions.  

Employment Equity  

Armour Transportation Systems is committed to the principles of employment equity. The purpose of 

employment equity is to ensure that no person is denied employment opportunities or benefits for 

reasons unrelated to ability. 

Armour Transportation Systems welcomes applications from Indigenous peoples, African Canadians and 

other racially visible persons, persons with disabilities, and women in occupations or positions where 

they are underrepresented. If you are a member of one of these equity groups, you are encouraged to 

self-identify on your expression of interest for this position.  

 


